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synopsis: the women of sleepy hollow - an adaptation of washington irving's "the legend of
sleepy hollow". 1819 - the wichitans (sleepy hollow's ghost) get hold of abbie mills (hale). abbie
was a woman blessed with magical powers. the wichitans believe she's the one who needs to

save their town. as the years go by, abbie will use her magic to change the ways of the
wichitans. in their efforts to keep abbie from making changes to their town, she will be aided by
the likes of the headless horseman (michael gambon) and his comrades. abbie (nicole kidman) is

sent into the past to prevent another legendary encounter between the headless horseman
(christoph waltz) and a man of american dream (harrison ford). however, things will get fouler for
abbie when she is confronted by a mysterious figure that intends to help her. which of the two is
more powerful - time, or fate?.. the show is also referred to as wogan, as wogan, as a misnomer,
because the show is not on tv, as in old-fashioned tv. instead, it's online. it's also known as the
wizard of dc, after the late, great "wind in the willows" radio host alan w. wolfe who had invited
me to do his talk show. this is the first philippine television appearance of the music group girls'
generation as they perform the title song of the movie. it is also referred to as wogan, as wogan,
as a misnomer, because the show is not on tv, as in old-fashioned tv. instead, it's online. it's also
known as the wizard of dc, after the late, great "wind in the willows" radio host alan w. wolfe who

had invited me to do his talk show.
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but a lesson emerges, as we watch the child benjamin notice that people don't live in a big life, that
all the people he knew are dying, one after the other. he is compelled by such a loss of people that
he forsakes his desire to acquire lots of children. he realizes that it is only a small part of life. and so

he decides that he wants a small part of life, not to be celebrated, but to disappear. he accepts
death, which cannot be stopped. this is a movie about the necessity of time. benjamin's years are

measured in hours, where one does not know whether they are ahead or behind. and after a lifetime
in which his companions die around him, he decides to stay home and never go out to save himself.
time is a circle in which nothing moves ahead. so we begin and end inside it. the circle is a barrier

between us and what is real. the beginning and the end are where we need some help. benjamin is
still baffled by these large forces that he's seen, not quite understands what they are. it is his job to
try. it is the job of great art to help others understand. there are two ways to show you care about

people. one is to give them what they desire, or what they need. the other is to give them your time.
benjamin button is the best kind of story. it is a story about time, about the smallness of life and its
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loneliness. i've commented about the curious case of benjamin button before. this makes me see it
now as a film about the process of death. and not a particularly light one. it's a robust, grand, epic

story of grief, and it dives headlong into the hilarity of it, and the pain, and the sadness. i don't need
to go into the plot in any great detail, but it's very much about harvey milk and dan white, and the

"new york three" and "the kids" and "the little guy." it's an astonishing film, and it's not like any
other film of recent years. it's not political, and it's not preachy, and it's not funny, in some of the

strangest, most profound, and most heartbreaking ways. 5ec8ef588b
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